
M I R A B E L L E  D O I R O N

Skills

REACT, Git, HTML, CSS, HTML 5, 
JavaScript, Photoshop, Adobe Suite, Excel, 
PowerPoint, and UX design

Experience

UX Developer | Indeed | 07.2020 - Present 
Create REACT snippets to create HTML/CSS emails for all products 
worldwide. While creating a strong code base for all users, I am 
implementing a new architecture for our homegrown CMS. 

Email Developer/ Designer | AAA | 2017 - 2020
Design & code HTML emails using CSS, CSS3, HTML and HTML5 for all 
Marketing Products. Implement AB tests. Design and Code for ADA 
compliance. Strong working knowledge of Adobe Photoshop. Create 
best-practices standards and documentation for team to use. Manage 
workload to ensure assets are supplied on time. 

Web Developer & Designer | Quantum | 2015 – 2016 
Work with creative team to push boundaries on design. Assist in 
developing strategy and tactics for best email marketing programs. 
Provide recommendations to improve process and quality of emails. 
Manage and create HTML templates for use by the Marketing team. 
Oversee email processes from email setup, testing, QA, live previews 
and deployment.

Education

Computer Science | 2023-2024 | The Odin Project & Zero to Mastery 
Currently taking a full stack JavaScript, Python Developer & Complete A.I. 
Machine learning classes.  

Bachelor Web Design | 2012 | MATC 
I graduated in December 2012 as the Valedictorian of my program. I Made 
the Honor List and the Dean's List. 

Photography + Social Sciences | 2000 | College St-Jerome 
General studies with emphasis on photography. Montreal. 

Objective

I am a very dedicated UX developer passionate 
about creating intuitive digital experiences. I am 
constantly building a more robust background in 
user-centered design principles and front-end 
development.

Mirabelle.doiron@gmail.com 

414.232.7958 

mirabelle-doiron-84955a28 

My dream path
My path is one of a software engineer who will 
contribute her skills in crafting visually appealing 
and highly functional interfaces in the hope of 
helping humans + animals well being.




